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Abstract: Based on high energy demand of the primary production and losses during secondary
production, alternative recycling of aluminum becomes a popular research topic. Compared to
both primary and secondary production of aluminum, solid state recycling offers energy savings
and reduced material losses during processing by surpassing an inefficient melting step. In this
work, a direct recycling route for machining chips via pulsed electric current sintering (PECS) is
evaluated. Therefore, necessary processing steps for a complete recycling route are briefly outlined.
After cleansing, EN AW 6082 chips, provided by Neuman Aluminium GmbH, Marktl, Austria,
are compacted with variable loads and consolidated via PECS on two separate systems to enable
a comparison. Produced specimens are examined with density measurements, optical microscopy
and the bonding quality is evaluated by Vickers micro-hardness measurements. In combination with
elevated temperature and deformation, applied current promotes consolidation amongst chips and
improvements in density, hardness and microstructure are achieved. The results of this work clearly
show a positive effect of PECS on the bonding amongst chips, but further research will be necessary to
separate and understand influences of single processing parameters. Additionally, all processing steps
from collection to consolidation have to be taken into account to achieve industrial implementation.
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1. Introduction

The demand for aluminum is constantly growing in several industrial sectors, such as aviation
and automotive. To reduce energy consumption and related costs of its primary production, recycling
of aluminum and its alloys gains popularity. Although metals are predestined and well-suited for
systematic recycling through their properties and quantities, re-melting of aluminum always results in
losses of material or quality. Through its high electro-negativity, only the even more reactive metals are
removable by selective oxidation, which often results in “down-cycling” through impurities, if not
sorted and stored properly [1–5]. In different methods of recycling, the sorting and separation applied
to the different alloys and the role of contaminants are very important. For the production of aluminum
parts, post-processing operations, e.g., machining, produces a large amount of chips out of the same
base alloy, therefore, in-situ sorting can be achieved relatively easily at this point. The recycling of
chip-based aluminum could play an important role for an economical use of secondary aluminum.
Compared to bulk material, aluminum chips exhibit a larger surface to volume ratio, causing a
high proportion of passivating surface oxide layers on the to be recycled material. In combination
with low bulk densities of chips, it causes an increased amount of melting losses during re-melting.
In comparison to the conventional recycling routes based on re-melting, solid state recycling offers
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promising options to a further reduction of energy demand and environmental impact through the
aluminum industry, by surpassing this melting step [6–8]. In regard to the mechanisms responsible for
consolidation, processes can be separated into metal forming, using deformation under high pressure
to enable metallic bonding between the particles and powder metallurgy, utilizing time under elevated
temperature and in some cases additional pressure to join the separate particles as used in sintering
processes. Figure 1 shows the necessary processing steps during solid state recycling to achieve
chip-based specimens for both approaches. Through direct processing of chips without an additional
milling step to produce powder or granulate, energy efficiency of the powder metallurgical solid
state recycling route may be further improved, with a drawback in sintering quality to be evaluated.
In order to achieve metallic bonding between individual chips, metallic contact needs to be enabled by
partly rupturing the surface oxides and disperse them within the microstructure. Most commonly,
metal forming approach is used to achieve desired bonding through severe plastic deformation. As an
alternative to enable metallic bonding, pulsed electric current sintering (PECS), a derivate from regular
sintering, recently gained interest and therefore is investigated within this research work [9,10].
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Figure 1. Conventional processing steps during solid state recycling for powder metallurgical and
metal forming approaches used to reduce the energy demands during the recycling of aluminum alloy
by surpassing a re-melting step.

Pulsed Electric Current Sintering (PECS)

In general, PECS is used to consolidate powder particles, therefore an elimination of gaps and
the formation of metallic bonding needs to be achieved to result in desired mechanical properties.
To enable dense and well-bonded specimens, mass transport amongst particles needs to be activated.
Bonding during PECS is accompanied by a lowering of free energy and with similarities to pressure
assisted sintering processes like Hot Pressing (HP), the driving force can be mainly attributed to volume
activation through application of external pressure and surface reduction. In the presence of defects,
free energy helps to promote the thermally activated matter transport by lattice-, grain boundary- and
surface diffusion. A main difference towards HP can be found in the heating mode. As the specimen is
heated by applied current through Joule heating, faster heating rates and shorter processing cycles
accompanied by lowered sintering temperatures, leading to enhanced material properties and offer
economic benefits. Depending on the conductive properties of the powders consolidated this leads
to a direct heating through the current for conductive powders, whereas insulating powders will
be heated through the conductive dies [11–16]. Figure 2 shows a typical PECS setup, consisting
of two punches transferring pressure and current to the container and the specimen. In general,
tool materials used for setups like these are good conductors like graphite, but a differing container
conductivity can be used to force the current flow towards either container or specimen, depending
on the conductivity of the powder material [14]. Depending on the hardware used, electric current is
commonly applied in pulses with a duration of a few milliseconds and controlled through temperature
measurements [17–19]. According to Zhaohui et al. [20], the pulsed current during sintering results in
a spark discharge between particles resulting in the local breakdown of present surface oxides, like in
the case of aluminum and its alloys. The discharge further causes a localized melting of the particle
surface, resulting in an enhanced neck formation. The process can be divided in the following four
subsequent stages:
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1. Activation and refining of the powder
2. Formation of sintering necks
3. Growth of sintering necks
4. Densification through plastic deformation
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Figure 2. Typical tool setup for pulsed electric current sintering (PECS) with a sample being
compressed by graphite punches within a container during simultaneous current application in
a vacuum chamber [11].

During the first two stages, the described discharge is likely to occur. Once the necks have been
formed, the electric currents flows through the necks and the material is heated by Joule effect and
therefore facilitates the densification of the specimen by thermal softening [20,21]. According to Dong
et al. [15], the consolidation process starts with micro-arc welding being dominant at the early stages of
the process, followed by a stage of electric resistance welding, where joining of the particles is promoted
by Joule heating. At the final stage of the process, diffusion welding takes place. Through the electrical
field applied, accelerated mass transport is possible and results in a strong metallurgical bond, but its
positive effect cannot be clearly separated from temperature effects. Occurrence of spark discharge and
the resulting presence of plasma facilitating neck formation is associated with a surface cleansing effect,
but on the other hand sparks may also cause localized overheating and melting. In combination with
density gradients within pre-compacts, these thermal hotspots cause uneven temperature distribution
during processing and therefore may cause inhomogeneity within sintered specimens. As there
are some discrepancies concerning the mechanisms responsible for the consolidation, several other
terms like spark plasma sintering (SPS) and electric current assisted sintering (ECAS) are describing
similar processes utilizing pressure and current to achieve the desired bonding between metallic
particles. Some of the bonding mechanisms discussed, like the occurrence of a spark discharge or
plasma, are very controversial and others, like diffusion welding, are widely accepted amongst the
researchers [11,12,15,22,23]. Although PECS and the other similar processes most commonly are used
for powder materials, there already is research available on the successful processing of aluminum
chips by Paraskevas et al. [24,25] referring to the same effects during consolidation as stated above.
By mixing chips from scrap with atomized powders, they were able to produce samples with no
porosity exceeding 35 µm. In comparison to samples produced from powder only, the chip-based
specimens could result in an anisotropic material behavior due to a possible alignment of the irregular
chips during processing [24]. To reduce this anisotropic behavior, it seems to be reasonable to reduce
and homogenize the size of the chips by milling, but according to Wan et al. [10] the rising ratio between
surface oxide and volume needs to be taken into account as a main influence on the consolidation
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behavior. Through the increasing surface to volume ratio, the amount of oxides in the specimens
increases accordingly, further suppressing the metallic bonding between the particles.

As only limited amount of research and processing parameters are available for solid state
recycling of chips using PECS, this research aims to further evaluate the feasibility of these powder
metallurgical approaches, collectively called pulsed electric current sintering. Therefore, chip-based
EN AW-6082 specimens are produced via PECS at the University of Leoben, utilizing a Gleeble 3800
thermo-mechanical treatment simulator, manufactured by DSI, El Segundo, CA, USA. As this system
uses pulse-width-modulated (PWM) AC for sample heating, additional experiments with a specific
spark plasma sintering machine using pulsed DC at the technical University Bergakademie Freiberg
(TU BA Freiberg), in the following denoted as SPS, are conducted for comparison. Results are assessed
via density evaluation, optical microscopy and Vickers hardness measurements. Additionally, a short
overview about necessary processing steps and preparatory work prior to consolidation is given, to
briefly discuss topics regarding solid state recycling often neglected in literature.

2. Materials and Methods

Aluminum chips used during the experiments performed in this work were produced for the
purpose to verify different solid-state recycling routes only and, therefore, they are more homogenous
than regular chips and machining swarf from production. Although all chips were based on EN
AW 6082 specimens in T6 tempering state, their structures may differ depending on the amount of
temperature arising from machining. These variations can be seen by varying amounts of the darker
intermetallic magnesium silicide (Mg2Si) phase illustrated in Figure 3. Some of the adjoining chips
are in a soft annealed tempering state and an unequal composition has to be expected amongst all
chips. The brighter and more evenly distributed intermetallic phase mainly consists of the alloying
elements iron, manganese and silicon and builds an undissolved and more evenly distributed always
present phase of Al(FeMn)Si as published in [26,27]. The mainly spiral machining chips were produced
on a conventional lathe with varying processing speeds and amounts of lubrication. This results in
thickness variation ranging from approximately one to five millimeters and a highly variable length
with some chips exceeding 200 mm. Prior to any further examinations, a comminution step in a double
shaft shredder was executed to get a more homogenous blend of chips, averaging in a length of 30 mm
and therefore facilitate handling, eliminate possible size-effects regarding sintering and further enhance
the comparability amongst individual specimens.
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Figure 3. Scanning electron microscope (SEM)picture at 500x magnification of a chip-based briquette
prior to pyrolysis, with an uneven distribution of the intermetallic Mg2Si-phase amongst adjoining
chips [26].

2.1. Cleansing

Even though high storage times may reduce residual contents of cooling lubricants to
approximately 2–4 weight% and briquetting of the chips would lead to further degreasing of the
specimens, an additional cleansing step is necessary to remove residue traces of lubricants and facilitate
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the bonding between single particles. All chips have been degreased with acetone in an apparatus
similar to a washing drum and dried in a convection oven as presented in previous work [6]. To evaluate
the cleansing results, all chips underwent pyrolysis of five to ten hours under atmospheric conditions
at 400 ◦C. Due to the pyrolysis, the structure of the individual chips used during the experiments is
almost homogeneous after cleansing, as it equals a soft annealing heat treatment. Therefore, this needs
to be taken into account when processing chips with different structures, as the cycle times during
PECS may be too short to ensure a homogeneous structure after processing. Nevertheless, a subsequent
quenching processes immediately after PECS is not possible with most common tooling assemblies
and will result in the necessity of a separate heat treatment for age-hardening aluminum alloys anyway.
Additionally, growth of the surface oxides has to be expected due to temperature exposition under
atmospheric conditions, even though temperatures were chosen to result in as little oxidation as
possible [28,29]. Nevertheless, a possible variation in thickness of the oxides among different chips has
to be expected, but detailed examination will not be part of the presented research. A contamination
through foreign metals and alloys is considered unlikely and insignificant for the small amounts of
chips specifically produced for the scope of this research. Therefore, a cleansing step to remove possible
metallic contaminations from turning was not performed.

2.2. Compaction

In order to create a uniform starting material and to facilitate the handling, approximately ten
grams of aluminum chips were compacted in a single-acting press. Depending on the compressional
forces (Fc), pre-compacts of 12 to 15 mm in height and a diameter of 20 millimeters were produced.
As compacts with lower densities are assumed to support local heating and allow some extra
deformation during the PECS process, specimens are compacted with pressures (σc) of 160, 320, 480,
640, 800 and 960 MPa to examine the influence of differences in green compact density.

2.3. Consolidation

To examine the bonding behavior of chip-based specimens under elevated pressure and
temperature during current flow, two systems were chosen. Figure 4 shows the schematic tool
assembly for PECS using the Gleeble systems standard clamping jaws to transmit the current flow
over the dies and specimen. While the right side of the assembly is fixed, the left side is displaceable
to apply mechanical force to the specimens. In order to prevent the clamping jaws from slipping
backwards under compressive stress, not illustrated adjustable steel brackets are used to hold them
in place. To examine the influence of die conductivity two interchangeable sets of tools, one being
machined from Q & T steel 42CrMo4 and the other one from copper alloy CuCr1Zr are used during
experiments. Additionally, a mixture of both tool sets with copper punches and steel container is
used during processing. Two type K thermocouples are used to monitor and control the sintering
process, as the Gleeble systems power input is controlled via target temperature (P-Temp) values.
Based on the system used, the amount of current applied cannot be controlled specifically. While TC3
is used to control the preset target temperature, TC2 is used for monitoring only, as the positioning
of the thermocouple close to the inner wall of the container resulted in a less stable behavior of the
temperature reading. As this setup results in a thermal hotspot at the assembly center, TC2 is used
to monitor the specimen temperature. It is essential to ensure a peak temperature around 500 ◦C is
not surpassed during experiments to reduce the risk of damaging the copper tools due to thermal
softening. In preliminary investigations with this setup, an ON/OFF pulse pattern of 480 cycles with
250/125 mm and an actuation time of one mm in between each step was developed. After a continuous
heat up to 300 ◦C within 90 s, this pattern is applied to all specimens if not stated otherwise. A detailed
summary of used processing parameters for specimens is given in Table 1. Regarding specimens
labeling, C denotes usage of the copper container and S denotes usage of the steel container during
processing. During heat up and the first 240 cycles of pulsing, only low pressure is applied to ensure
contact between punches and specimens and to enhance micro-arc welding. To facilitate bonding,
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higher pressure is applied during a pulsing break of 5 s and kept constant for the concluding 240 cycles.
Additional deformation at elevated temperature promotes oxide breakage caused by a wider spread
between the hardness values of base metal and the brittle surface oxide [15,30]. Therefore, all specimens,
except C-1, S-1 and both SPS specimens, are sintered using delayed pressure application. The SPS setup
with a graphite tool assembly is used to produce reference specimens with a processing temperature
of 550 ◦C and a maximum sintering pressure (σs) of 51 MPa. As shown in Figure 5, specimens are
heated to 550 ◦C within 10 minutes, followed by one minute of holding at peak temperature and a
controlled cooling step towards 400 ◦C within one minute. As a further increase in temperature and
compressive force lead to breakage of graphite die components, only the way of pressure application is
varied. Specimen SPS-1 is pressurized with 51 MPa before current application and kept constant during
processing, while SPS-2 was linearly loaded from 16 to 51 MPa simultaneously with temperature
arising between 400 to 550 ◦C.
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Table 1. Relevant parameters used during fabrication of the evaluated specimens for this research.
SPS-1 and SPS-2 are specimens produced on the reference system.

Sample Fc [kN] σC [MPa] Punch Die Fs [kN] σs [MPa] P-Temp [◦C]

SPS-1 250 < FC < 300 800 < σC < 960 Graphite Graphite 16 ** 51 ** 550
SPS-2 250 < FC < 300 800 < σC < 960 Graphite Graphite 16 ** (r) 51 ** (r) 550
C-1 250 < FC < 300 800 < σC < 960 Copper Copper 5 ** 16 ** 300/350
S-1 250 < FC < 300 800 < σC < 960 Copper Steel 5 ** 16 ** 300/350
C-2 250 < FC < 300 800 < σC < 960 Copper Copper 5/15 * 16/48 * 300/350
S-2 250 < FC < 300 800 < σC < 960 Copper Steel 5/15 * 16/48 * 300/350
C-3 250 < FC < 300 800 < σC < 960 Copper Copper 5/20 * 16/64 * 300/350
S-3 250 < FC < 300 800 < σC < 960 Copper Steel 5/20 * 16/64 ** 300/350
C-4 250 < FC < 300 800 < σC < 960 Copper Copper 5/20 * 16/64 * 350/400
S-4 250 < FC < 300 800 < σC < 960 Copper Steel 5/20 * 16/64 * 350/400
C-5 200 640 Copper Copper 5/20 * 16/64 * 350/400
S-5 200 640 Copper Steel 5/20 * 16/64 * 350/400
C-6 150 480 Copper Copper 5/20 * 16/64 * 350/400
S-6 150 480 Copper Steel 5/20 * 16/64 * 350/400
C-7 100 320 Copper Copper 5/20 * 16/64 * 350/400
S-7 100 320 Copper Steel 5/20 * 16/64 * 350/400
C-8 50 160 Copper Copper 5/20 * 16/64 * 350/400
S-8 50 160 Copper Steel 5/20 * 16/64 * 350/400

(r)—linear ramp up simultaneous to temperature increase. **—constant force application during sintering.
*—delayed force application with inital pressure/pressure after pulsing break.

2.4. Evaluation

For comparison among the specimens metallographic examination of their densities, hardness
and structures are executed after cutting them in half. Sample densities were calculated from
measurements using digital scale and digital caliper with tolerances of ±0.01 mm and ±0.01 g, as the
Archimedes method is considered problematic for structures with residue open porosity. It would lead
to overestimation during density measurements and entrapped fluids after weighing would possibly
cause voids during further processing [31,32]. The polished samples are observed with an Olympus
BS53M light optical microscope prior and after hardness measurements. Vickers micro-hardness
HV0.5 is measured on an EMCOTEST M1C 010 hardness tester, using the same schematic pattern for
all specimens, shown in Figure 6. To enable comparability amongst samples with different thermal
histories and to bulk reference material, the second half of promising specimens were brought to T6
temper by solution annealing at 530 ◦C and artificial ageing at 170 ◦C, as heat treatment leads to desired
material structure in 6xxx aluminum alloys.J. Manuf. Mater. Process. 2020, 4, x FOR PEER REVIEW 8 of 19 
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3. Results

Figure 7 shows results of all individual processing steps with (a) chips after comminution, cleansing
and evaluation via pyrolysis, (b) a briquette after pre-compaction with a load of approximately 320 MPa
and (c) a finished specimen consolidated via PECS on the thermomechanical treatment simulator
Gleeble 3800. In the following subsections, the results from compaction and consolidation will be
discussed in detail.
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Figure 7. Aluminum EN AW 6082 specimens for experimental procedure after (a) comminution and
cleansing, (b) compaction in a single-acting hydraulic press and (c) consolidation via PECS in a Gleeble
3800 system.

3.1. Compaction

Based on the low bulk densities of loose chips, volume of compacts reduces to about one-sixth
during compaction with pressures around 960 MPa and final densities of about 2.7 g/cm3 are reached.
Figure 8 shows the quite significant optical differences between briquettes, caused by compression
with 160 to 960 MPa. Specimens compacted with pressures around 800 MPa show no significant
or measurable difference in size and density to briquettes produced with 960 MPa. Therefore,
all specimens compressed above 800 MPa are presumed to be almost identical base material for the
following consolidation processes. During sample preparation, all irregular excess material, caused
by tolerances and wear between punch and die, is removed prior to further processing. Due to the
single-acting press, particles close to the moving punch of the compaction device experience higher
relative movement and therefore higher deformation during pressing. This results in a clearly visible
density gradient from top to bottom of the specimens. Figure 9 shows a briquette compacted with a
pressure around 960 MPa, exhibiting an increased number of cracks towards the lower, not moving
surface and a denser upper side. Despite the high compression, chips only show interlocking
connections after briquetting, with gaps and cracks between chips been clearly apparent under the
microscope. Nevertheless, bonding between the single particles is strong enough to allow geometrical
adaptions on a conventional lathe after a compression above 640 MPa.
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Figure 9. Chip-based aluminum briquette after a compression with 960 MPa in a single-acting hydraulic
press, magnification factor ×50.

3.2. Pulsed Electric Current Sintering

During processing on the Gleeble system, temperature, stroke and power angle are especially
monitored to gain information about process stability. Figure 10 gives an exemplary overview on
controlling and monitoring parameters during PECS, with target temperature, compressive force and
time being the main input parameters and a possible evaluation of results via measured temperatures
and stroke movement. Process data recorded during sintering of specimen C-4 clearly shows a
difference between target and actual temperature during pulsing. This behavior is known from
preliminary experiments and target program temperature is set accordingly, to achieve systems
maximum power input available during pulsing, while staying within a maximum temperature of
500 ◦C for measurements at TC2. After a pulsing pause during load application, even maximum
system power is not able to provide same temperature levels as prior to pressure application, regardless
of the tool material used. This may be attributed to a lack in system power available or result
from higher conductivity within the assembly through the additional compression of voids inside
the specimen. Even though all samples show similar temperature behavior, this drop is more
pronounced for experiments using the copper container, especially for temperature readings on TC2.
Based on the higher conductivity and thermal reactivity, the copper container additionally results
in higher temperature peaks at the beginning of the process. A comparison of those temperature
readings, to measurements of experiments using same parameters in combination with a steel container,
is displayed in Figure 11. Comparison of temperature curves reveals, only the combination of steel
container and pre-compacts pressurized above 800 MPa achieves a temperature increase after pulsing
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break. For both steel and copper container, specimen number C-5 and S-5 record the highest
temperature readings during processing. This may be attributed to a higher number of voids within
the specimens compressed at 640 MPa, leading to higher electrical resistance and therefore higher
resulting temperatures through resistance heating. A further decrease in pre-compact density results
in a clear drop in temperature, indicating a more pronounced current flow over the container, possibly
caused by resistivity reaching a threshold. As current flow over the specimen further decreases,
the tool assemblies are mainly heated according to the conductivity of each tool material. Therefore,
especially the copper container suffers a significant temperature drop. Differences for specimens
C-7 and S-7, trending towards C-6 with the copper container and towards S-8 in the steel container,
are attributed to load fluctuations during compaction. Comparisons to punch stroke during PECS
presented in Figure 12, confirm specimen C-7 being pre-compressed with higher load than specimen
S-7, as all other curves are almost identical for both tool assemblies. For dense samples pre-compacted
with pressures above 640 MPa, thermal expansion is higher than densification during application of
maximum pressure during PECS. Based on this observation, applied pressure is too low to result in
significant densification compared to pre-pressed state for these specimens. Pre-compacts with 480 MPa
and below are showing a less pronounced thermal expansion within tool assembly and significant
compression of the specimen during processing. Therefore, considerable improvements in sample
density are only expected for less compressed pre-compacts, showing punch movement exceeding
the movement caused by thermal expansion during heat up. Additional, similarities between stroke
curves of both assemblies indicate almost identical thermal states of compacts inside the tools while
PECS, independent of the container material.
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Figure 10. Temperature readings of TC2 during processing within the Gleeble 3800 system of specimens
for all tested densities in (a) copper container and (b) steel container.
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Figure 11. Exemplary parameters during PECS of specimen C-4 with delayed force application in a
Gleeble 3800 thermomechanical treatment simulator for preset inputs (a) force and target temperature
over time and during processing for (b) temperature and (c) stroke over time.
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Figure 12. Comparison of stroke during PECS with different tool assemblies for specimens (a) C-5 to
C-8 and (b) S-5 to S-8 with C-4 and S-4 being excluded for being almost identical to C-5 and S-5.

3.2.1. Density Measurements

Due to the unknown amount of oxides surrounding the chips, different opinions on the actual
amount of oxides on chip-based compacts are presented in recent literature. Therefore, relative densities
were determined according to two individual absolute densities, to show both upper and lower end of
estimations regarding final specimen densities achieved. While Behrens et al. [33] used 2.71 g/cm3

for their calculations on Al EN AW 6082 chips, Paraskevas et al. [24] reported of fully dense samples
of the same alloy reaching 2.832 g/cm3, indicating a much higher amount of oxides. Evaluation of
specimens described in this work, based on measurements of the individual samples and calculated
relative densities for both above stated cases, is presented in Table 2. As previously assumed based
on machine data, specimens pre-pressed with 640 MPa and above, show similar densities prior to
and after sintering, with only minor variation in density. Additionally, SPS specimens show similar
densities like samples produced on the Gleeble system. For briquettes pre-compacted with a pressure
of 480 MPa and below, compression during sintering leads to a significant increase in final density
compared to pre-compaction. Except specimens compacted with 160 MPa, all other samples reach
relative densities either around 99% compared to 2.71 g/cm3 or 95% if compared to a reference density
of 2.832 g/cm3. Since the oxide content within the specimens is not known, these calculated values may
only serve as an orientation. Nevertheless, they clearly indicate that no produced specimen reaches
full relative density and residue porosity has to be expected during optical evaluation.

Table 2. Measured densities after pre-compaction (ρc) and sintering (ρ), with calculated relative
densities based on reports, suggesting a final density of 2.71 kg/cm3 [33] and 2.832 kg/cm3 [24] for
chip-based specimens.

σC [MPa] ρC [g/cm3] ρ [g/cm3] ρC1 [%] ρ1 [%] ρC2 [%] ρ2 [%]

Measurements ρ6082 = 2.71 ρ6082 = 2.832

SPS >800 2.662 2.673 98.23 98.63 94.00 94.39

PECS

>800 2.670 2.705 98.52 99.82 94.28 95.52
640 2.663 2.695 98.27 99.45 94.03 95.16
480 2.513 2.698 92.73 99.56 88.74 95.27
320 2.375 2.692 87.64 99.34 83.86 95.06
160 2.172 2.651 80.15 97.82 76.69 93.61
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3.2.2. Light Optical Microscopy

To further examine the bonding between chips, the cross sections and some highlights of
representative regions amongst all PECS specimens in comparison to results from SPS are presented
subsequently. During optical evaluation, main focus is concentrated towards specimens produced with
highest pressures during sintering. As shown in Figure 13a, lower pressure of 16 MPa during PECS
results in less dense samples, with little optical improvement compared to cold-pressed briquettes.
The other samples pictured in Figure 13, exhibit less voids between single particles and a more
homogeneous structure throughout the whole cross section. This can be attributed to the increased
processing pressure of 64 MPa for PECS and 51 MPa for SPS samples. Even though sintered with a
lower pressure of 51 MPa, the cross section of specimen SPS-1 reaches the optical most homogeneous
structure with the least number of voids visible. Most probably, this is caused by the elevated processing
temperatures and a consequently reduced yield stress of the aluminum alloy at this configuration,
allowing higher deformation even with less pressure applied. Depending on the position observed
under the microscope, residue chip boundaries are clearly visible within all specimens at higher
magnification, like those displayed in Figure 14a,c. Pre-compaction leads to an inhomogeneous
structure within briquettes caused by the single-acting hydraulic press and the related differences in
relative movement within the cross section. Therefore, less deformed regions tend to show minor
bonding with visible chip boundaries after sintering. Nevertheless, regions being higher deformed
after pre-compaction, like shown in Figure 14b,d, exhibit little to no residue boundaries apparent
after sintering, proofing the bonding potential for chip-based samples via PECS/SPS. While some of
these well-bonded areas exhibit a defect free microstructure, some of the regions still show interrupted
boundaries enabling identification of preceding chip structure under the microscope, visible in
Figure 15a. The visible boundaries indicate only partial bonding amongst chips through necking and
incomplete dispersion of the surface layer into the microstructure. Even though specimen SPS-1 is the
most homogeneous specimen, these residue structures may result in reduced mechanical properties
through a reduced bonding surface. Throughout PECS specimens, exemplary pictured in Figure 15b,c,
bonding seems to be superior within well-bonded regions, but inhomogeneity is higher within the
cross-section, if compared to SPS samples. These differences in bonding may result from holding time at
peak temperature being tripled for PECS referred to SPS. For PECS, specimens pre-compacted with less
than 640 MPa resulted in reduced density with an increased number of voids within the cross-section,
when using the cooper container. Attributed to the lower processing temperatures, this assembly
shows an increased sensitivity towards pre-compact density. For specimens produced with the steel
container, this drop in density was only noticeable for briquettes pre-compacted with 320 MPa and
below, indicating a more pronounced influence of the current, when using less conductive containers.
Correlating higher temperatures allow higher compression even for same loads applied and therefore
result in denser specimens. Like visible in Figures 14b and 15c, the microstructure of specimen C-3
indicates a decrease in temperature dependence, when sintering high-density pre-compacts, further
emphasizing the positive effect of current application on bond formation. Regardless of the system
and tool material, sintered specimens show improved bonding and disrupted chip boundaries in some
areas after current application. Therefore, a clear statement on the effects responsible for consolidation
is not possible and may be considered a combination of current, deformation and temperature.
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microscopy images of characteristic hardness indents within samples after experiencing different 

treatments, with (a) being pre-compacted only, (b) being sintered with PECS and (c) being sintered 
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Figure 14. Light optical microscopy images with similar bonding between specimens in most
homogeneous regions towards their outer diameter with pictures (a) and (b) showing C-3 and (c) and
(d) showing SPS-1. While (a) and (c), taken on the outer edge towards the center of specimens height,
still exhibit visual chip boundaries, (b) and (d) show specimens most deformed regions towards the
corners, with little to no chip boundaries visible, magnification factor ×100.
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Figure 15. Light optical microscopy images of specimens (a) SPS-1, (b) C-6 and (c) C-3 with good bonding
and only little residue chip boundaries visible in specimens most deformed regions, magnification
factor ×500.

3.2.3. Hardness Measurements

Vickers micro-hardness measurements are performed with the same pattern applied for all
specimens produced, to evaluate most characteristic positions in all samples. Figure 16 shows the
microscopy images of characteristic hardness indents within samples after experiencing different
treatments, with (a) being pre-compacted only, (b) being sintered with PECS and (c) being sintered
with SPS. While indents show very irregular shapes and delamination in chip-based briquettes after
compaction when positioned close to chip boundaries, indents in sintered specimens, regardless of
the system used, do not show this behavior. Even samples produced during calibration of the tool
assembly exhibit elevated bonding amongst individual chips compared to the solely interlocking
connections in the pre-compacts and therefore proof a bonding effect of PECS. As temperatures differ
during processing due to the variation of setups, a direct comparison of hardness values without
further treatment leads to high fluctuations amongst individual samples. Therefore, samples produced
with PECS result in lower hardness compared to specimens produced via SPS. Due to the highly
conductive graphite die and elevated temperature during sintering, intermetallic Mg2Si is dissolved
while PECS and faster cooling rates limit new precipitation to lower amounts, as can be seen in Figure 14.
A reduced number of dark Mg2Si phases is visible under the microscope for samples produced with
SPS. To achieve better comparability, most representative specimens from preliminary investigations,
PECS on the Gleeble system and SPS are homogenized by solution heat treatment. Summarized Vickers
micro-hardness measurements are presented in Table 3. Specimens T-1 and T-2 are produced in an
initial tool assembly using the Q & T steel 42CrMo4 without any copper elements. While no container
nor an additional pulse sequence were used during preliminary investigations on the Gleeble system,
samples T-1, T-2 are produced by similar parameters to other evaluated specimens with only pulsing
temperature being increased to 420 ◦C. Based on higher temperatures during processing, both of those
specimens experienced higher deformation than others fabricated. Hardness measurements after
heat treatment show similar results amongst all experiments, with the highest values in samples from
preliminary experiments even surpassing those from the designated SPS system. Average values of up
to 116 HV0.5 are just below measurements taken from commercial Al EN AW 6082 bars averaging at
about 118 HV0.5 [26]. Even with maximum values reaching comparable levels as reference material,
high standard deviation within specimens reflects inhomogeneities throughout the cross section.
Through inhomogeneous consolidation of the chips, heat treatment results in delamination and crack
propagation within specimens caused by entrapped and pressurized air [26]. In combination with
lowered material strength and a thermal expansion of the air, even specimens rated as well-bonded
prior to heat treatment suffer from crack propagation, as can be seen in Figure 17. Generally speaking,
specimens produced at higher temperatures show less delamination after heat treatment, with a
high influence resulting from additional deformation during current application. As specimen T-1
was heated to almost 500 ◦C during calibration, even low pressure applied causes high deformation,
upsetting the sample from twelve to four millimeters in height during sintering. An increase in
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hardness difference between oxides and base metal results in higher oxide breakdown and therefore
facilitates metal bonding [30]. This combination of additional forging and the current applied results
in the least amount of delamination and highest hardness values after heat treatment for specimen T-1,
as displayed in Figure 18. Due to the small punch diameters, a delamination of the specimen around
the outside during upsetting cannot be prevented. An undefined pressure state towards specimens
boundaries again causes relatively high standard deviation for this promising specimen. Therefore,
a different tool assembly would be necessary to ensure constant contact and pressure application
during higher deformation. Again, consolidation within the specimen needs to be attributed to more
than one effect, but clearly indicates the importance of high deformation under elevated temperature.
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Figure 16. Characteristic hardness indents close to chip boundaries from HV0.5 Vickers micro-hardness
measurements on specimens after (a) cold-pressing, (b) sintering on the Gleeble system and (c) sintering
on the SPS-system, with clear delamination only visible for briquettes prior to sintering.

Table 3. Comparison amongst specimens in as sintered and T6 tempered state via HV0.5 Vickers
micro-hardness measurements including standard deviation (σ) within samples.

Sample Ø min. max. σ Ø min. max. σ

as sintered T6 temper

T-1 42.7 37.8 44.3 1.1 113.7 106 123 5.6
T-2 41.6 35.9 49.5 2.8 116.1 108 121 4.1
C-3 39.0 35.0 42.8 2.1 110.6 101 114 3.7
S-6 44.6 40.8 56.9 4.7 107.6 91.7 120 9.7

SPS-1 60.7 58.8 62.4 1.0 110.6 94.0 118 7.5
SPS-2 59.8 55.3 63.2 2.1 111.7 102 119 5.6
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Figure 18. Light optical microscopy image showing specimen T-1 from preliminary calibrations with
excessive deformation due to elevated processing temperatures with no significant delamination after
heat treatment, magnification factor ×50.

4. Discussion

Even though all specimens produced show areas with inhomogeneous results with some unbonded
regions, a positive effect of PECS on the consolidation behavior of chip-based briquettes is clearly
visible. Compared to initial briquettes, optical improvements as well as measurable improvements in
density and hardness are achieved for all samples produced.

Unfortunately, bonding quality throughout specimens is not uniform, resulting in partial
delamination during heat treatment originating from these less bonded regions. Based on the
one-sided moving hydraulic press used for pre-compaction of the briquettes, starting material shows
inhomogeneous deformation prior to sintering experiments and needs further optimization to create
a more uniform starting material. Due to high pressures used during pre-pressing of the chips to
facilitate the handling during experiments, pressurized air gets entrapped within specimens. Elevated
temperatures during solution annealing therefore cause expansion of those gases initiating crack
growth throughout the thermally softened material.

As a variation of the container material showed no significant effects on bonding quality and the
less conductive steel container results in more constant temperatures, this less temperature sensitive
material combination seems to be the appropriate material combination. The insulating container
results in less current surpassing the sample and force the current flow over the specimen. In addition,
the steel container is able to handle higher compressive forces to allow higher degrees of deformation.
As differences amongst specimens pre-compacted with pressures between 480 MPa and 960 MPa did
not show significant variations in final density after sintering, 640 MPa is found to be most appropriate
for PECS by achieving highest processing temperatures at TC2 and enabling additional deformation
during load application. Increased pressure along with higher processing temperatures during pulsed
electric current sintering increases available free energy and facilitates diffusion, leading to enhanced
bonding, as clearly indicated by results of this work. Additionally, less air will be entrapped within
the briquettes at lower compacting pressures and a reduced amount of delamination can be expected
during heat treatment.

To enable a successful implementation of solid state recycling, the consolidation process as well
as PECS processing parameters provide potential to be further optimized. If residue porosity,
non-uniform bonding and entrapped air are still problematic after optimization of processing
parameters, combinations with metal forming processes like upsetting may help to produce void-free
specimens. Collection and preparation of the contaminated chips have to be considered for industrial
implementation, as contaminations with other aluminum alloys are not compensable and individual
separation steps to eliminate impurities of any kind result in higher processing costs. Once sorted and
cleaned properly, storage and handling without further pollution is essential. Compaction of the chips
is more difficult without lubrication and results in adhesion between aluminum and tools with high
abrasive wear. Nevertheless, pulsed electric current sintering may be considered as a very interesting
and promising alternative to conventional solid-state recycling approaches for aluminum.
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5. Conclusions and Outlook

• Sorting, storage and cleansing of the chips is a key factor for successful solid state recycling,
to prevent impurities and enable metallic bonding.

• PECS achieves optical as well as measurable improvements in density and hardness compared to
only pre-compacted briquettes specimens proving more superior bonding after sintering.

• Final density of specimens pre-compacted above 320 MPa reaches similar levels after sintering
even with different systems used.

• Increased temperature, pressure and therefore deformation result in higher quality bonding
amongst individual chips.

• Inhomogeneity within specimens due to the chips morphology and the pre-compaction process
lead to a partial delamination of the chips during heat treatment.

Even though this work proves a positive influence of PECS on the consolidation behavior of
aluminum chips, further work will be necessary to achieve homogenous bonding throughout specimens
required for an industrial application:

• Pre-compaction should be carried out on double-acting presses to prevent a density gradient
within the briquettes and leading to a more homogenous starting material, enabling more uniform
consolidation during PECS.

• Further optimization of process parameters may deliver a more suitable processing cycle, leading
to superior bonding and desired material properties, and possibly preventing delamination effects.

• A combination of PECS with a deformation-based process may be used to additionally
enhance bonding.
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